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Follow Mary Magdalene on a profound journey into the world of sacred sexuality. In 2012, author

Mercedes Kirkel received a series of messages from Mary Magdalene guiding her through the

sexual practices known to priestesses in the ancient Egyptian temple of Isis. SUBLIME UNION

presents Mary's full instruction, interwoven with Kirkel's stirring story of applying the teachings with

her partner. Building on the messages offered in book one of The Magdalene Teachings, readers

are now given the second key piece to embodying the union of the Divine Feminine and Masculine.

Mary sheds light on the path of sacred sexuality--which has remained largely hidden until

now--offering us the means to greater fulfillment in our relationships while deepening our spirituality

through intimacy. Best of all, the instruction happens in the context of a riveting, real-life account,

bringing the "master-awakening-the-student" genre into the bedroom!
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"Beautifully written and juicy, to put it mildly, SUBLIME UNION is a landmark book--a poignant,

courageously vulnerable love story and finely illustrated manual for sexual practice in the realms of

communication, energy exchange, and more. I recommend this book highly!--Saniel Bonder, author

"Healing the Spirit/Matter Split" and "While Jesus Weeps""SUBLIME UNION is the book we've all

been waiting for. I highly recommend this thrilling read."--Christiane Northrup, MD, bestselling

author "Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom""Mercedes Kirkel is one of the clearest channels of



Mary Magdalene known to humankind. . . . SUBLIME UNION is an extraordinary and thorough

work, covering everything from metaphysics to honoring emotions, life in the ancient Holy Land, and

how to experience sacred sexuality in our lives and relationships."--Michael Mirdad, author "An

Introduction to Tantra and Sacred Sexuality" and "Creating Fulfilling Relationships""Awakened

sexuality is an opening to the Divine. I applaud your courage for sharing your sacred sex life with

the world in order to teach this, so people will have an opportunity to have a much more fulfilling and

spiritual relationship."--Joanna Prentis, coauthor "Power of the Magdalene" and "The Magdalene

Version""For those who choose sacred sexuality as a path to touch enlightenment and embrace

sublime union, Mary Magdalene and Mercedes Kirkel offer clear and timely guidance pointing the

way."--Claire Heartsong, author "Anna, Grandmother of Jesus" and "Anna, The Voice of the

Magdalenes""Mercedes Kirkel is one of the clearest channels of Mary Magdalene known to

humankind. . . . SUBLIME UNION is an extraordinary and thorough work, covering everything from

metaphysics to honoring emotions, life in the ancient Holy Land, and how to experience sacred

sexuality in our lives and relationships." -- Michael Mirdad, author "An Introduction to Tantra and

Sacred Sexuality" and "Creating Fulfilling Relationships" "SUBLIME UNION is the book we've all

been waiting for. I highly recommend this thrilling read." -- Christiane Northrup, MD, bestselling

author "Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom" "Beautifully written and juicy, to put it mildly, SUBLIME

UNION is a landmark book--a poignant, courageously vulnerable love story and finely illustrated

manual for sexual practice in the realms of communication, energy exchange, and more. I

recommend this book highly!" -- Saniel Bonder, author "Healing the Spirit/Matter Split" and "While

Jesus Weeps" "Awakened sexuality is an opening to the Divine. I applaud your courage for sharing

your sacred sex life with the world in order to teach this, so people will have an opportunity to have

a much more fulfilling and spiritual relationship." -- Joanna Prentis, coauthor "Power of the

Magdalene" and "The Magdalene Version" "A multifaceted jewel of a book that shimmers with light

and love. Candid and intriguing personal transformation is delicately interwoven with profound

wisdom and amplified by valuable energy-raising practices. Compelling and convincing." -- Diana

Richardson, author "The Heart of Tantric Sex" and "Slow Sex" "Passionate, powerful, and, best of

all, extremely practical, SUBLIME UNION can help couples open to the sacredness of sex and love,

and heal their bodies, minds, and souls." -- Stephanie Riseley, author "Love From Both Sides" "For

those who choose sacred sexuality as a path to touch enlightenment and embrace sublime union,

Mary Magdalene and Mercedes Kirkel offer clear and timely guidance pointing the way." -- Claire

Heartsong, author "Anna, Grandmother of Jesus" and "Anna, The Voice of the Magdalenes" "The

words within Sublime Union flow like exquisite poetry, wrapping around you like a cloak from the



Divine Mother. This book is a 'must read' for all those on the Magdalene path." -- Anaiya Sophia,

author "Sacred Sexual Union" and "The Rose Knight" "A great manual for creating sacred, healthy,

and loving relationships, and a perfect prelude to attracting just the right partner in one's life." --

Elizabeth Wright, author "I & Eye" "SUBLIME UNION is a giant leap forward in assisting humanity to

overcome taboos and negativity about human sexuality." -- Ronna Herman, author "Revealed

Cosmic Truths for Ascending Humanity" "A divine love story . . . where passion and the sacred are

one."-- Caroline Muir, author of "Tantra Goddess" "These teachings bring illumination to the

sacredness of sex for all of us--integrating passion, pleasure, and love in a sacred way." -- Diane

Riley, coauthor "Tantric Secrets for Men," author "Sexy and Sacred"

More praise for SUBLIME UNION:"A multifaceted jewel of a book that shimmers with light and love.

Candid and intriguing personal transformation is delicately interwoven with profound wisdom and

amplified by valuable energy-raising practices. Compelling and convincing." --Diana Richardson,

author "The Heart of Tantric Sex" and "Slow Sex""Passionate, powerful, and, best of all, extremely

practical, SUBLIME UNION can help couples open to the sacredness of sex and love, and heal their

bodies, minds, and souls." --Stephanie Riseley, author "Love From Both Sides""The words within

Sublime Union flow like exquisite poetry, wrapping around you like a cloak from the Divine Mother.

This book is a 'must read' for all those on the Magdalene path." --Anaiya Sophia, author "Sacred

Sexual Union" and "The Rose Knight""A great manual for creating sacred, healthy, and loving

relationships, and a perfect prelude to attracting just the right partner in one's life." --Elizabeth

Wright, author "I & Eye"Ã‚Â "Sublime Union is a giant leap forward in assisting humanity to

overcome taboos and negativity about human sexuality." --Ronna Herman, author "Revealed

Cosmic Truths for Ascending Humanity""A divine love story . . . where passion and the sacred are

one." --Caroline Muir, author "Tantra Goddess""These teachings bring illumination to the

sacredness of sex for all of us--integrating passion, pleasure, and love in a sacred way." --Diane

Riley, coauthor "Tantric Secrets for Men," author "Sexy and Sacred"A must-read for anyone

interested in sexuality as a sacred practice. With Mary Magdalene as her guide, Kirkel boldly

explores practices that have not previously been revealed. Readers can dive in and discover

simple, yet powerful energetic practices that awaken the hidden power within." --Claire Sierra,

author "The Magdalene Path" "SUBLIME UNION takes us to the next level of spirituality. Much more

than a book, it's a spiritual instruction manual on relationship building--given in a first-person style

that makes it simple to incorporate into our interactions and connections. I couldn't put this book

down and plan to give copies of it to all of my friends." --Sherri Cortland, author "Raising Our



Vibrations for the New Age" and "Spiritual Toolbox"

The greatest benefit of this book for me was to drop my fear of talking to my lover and partner about

sensitive issues, not only sexual but anything else. When my stomach tightens or my throat closes

up, I have discovered that there's something that I'm holding back. Holding back honest

communication affects the area of our sexuality. Surrendering my fear of complete intimacy opens

up all the doors, allowing love-making to become so much MORE.Thank you, Mercedes, for having

the courage to write about a topic so personal and intimate and share it with the world. I am filled

with gratitude for your honest story you have shared so freely. The information you have channeled

from MM will help couples in their quest for more intimacy and pleasure in "sacred union". I know.

I've been impacted by this knowledge as if I was rocketed to another dimension where I was told,

"It's okay to talk the truth with each other. No more games. Games are misunderstood. No need to

be coy or expect your mate to read your mind. Do not be afraid to open your heart to each other. Be

joyful in the freedom of opening up the line of co-creation, where anything goes." What a relief!~ Jan

Lanning

I began reading this book with an insatiable need to soak up every word. Excited to somehow find a

balance within the masculine & feminine energies. I received incredible support from Mercedes &

Mary's words, allowing me to find healing from past relationships with men. The chakra exercises

are so very powerful, they did exactly what my body, soul & spirit needed to re-connect to my

desires for a deep, unconditional LOVE, not only with my next relationship but with myself! My

gratitude truly cannot be put into words...Thank You from my highest level of being. This book

needs to be in the hands of every soul in this dimension!

I just finished reading "Sublime Union" and I really enjoyed it. I loved how the book intertwined with

Mercedes's personal story and with the teachings of the Magdalene Divine Feminine energies.

These sacred ancient teachings will bring remembrance to many for this Golden Age which can

bring us all closer to the love and light that is always shining within us :-) I will probably read it more

than once."

Thank you, Mercedes, for telling your story in the context of experiencing and teaching sacred sex.

Just downright powerful. More like encountering Mary Magdalene than reading a book. Feels like

my insights and internal shifts are happening on multiple levels. Much gratitude to you and Mary



Magdalene!!

I found most of this book boring and slow to get moving. There is far less about techniques and too

much about her personal journey.

.Highly recommended. Excellent story with a divine message for our times; however, the book could

have used another round of editing.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book! The depth of the intimate encounters in it are very authentic and real

and inspiring. Definitely recommend reading this!

This excellent book evoked for me new possibilities for conscious loving and relationship. Thank

you, Mercedes!
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